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Abstract 
 
The main purpose of this work is to confirm the possibility of making large-
scale orthophotomaps applying unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) Trimble-
UX5. A planned altitude reference of the studying territory was carried out 
before to the aerial surveying. The studying territory has been marked with 
distinctive checkpoints in the form of triangles (0.5 × 0.5 × 0.2 m). The 
checkpoints used to precise the accuracy of orthophotomap have been 
marked with similar triangles. To determine marked reference point 
coordinates and check-points method of GNSS in real-time kinematics 
(RTK) measuring has been applied. Projecting of aerial surveying has been 
done with the help of installed Trimble Access Aerial Imaging, having been 
used to run out the UX5. Aerial survey out of the Trimble UX5 UAV has 
been done with the help of the digital camera SONY NEX-5R from 200m 
and 300 m altitude. These aerial surveying data have been calculated 
applying special photogrammetric software Pix 4D. The orthophotomap of 
the surveying objects has been made with its help. To determine the 
precise accuracy of the got results of aerial surveying the checkpoint 
coordinates according to the orthophotomap have been set. The average 
square error has been calculated according to the set coordinates applying 
GNSS measurements. A-priori accuracy estimation of spatial coordinates of 
the studying territory using the aerial surveying data have been calculated: 

=0.11 m, =0.15 m, =0.23 m in the village of Remeniv and 
=0.26 m, =0.38 m, =0.43 m in the town of Vynnyky. The accuracy 

of determining checkpoint coordinates has been investigated using images 
obtained out of UAV and the average square error of the reference points. 
Based on comparative analysis of the got results of the accuracy estimation 
of the made orthophotomap it can be concluded that the value the average 
square error does not exceed a-priori accuracy estimation. The possibility 
of applying Trimble UX5 UAV for making large-scale orthophotomaps has 
been investigated. The aerial surveying output data using UAV can be 
applied for monitoring potentially dangerous for people objects, the state 
border controlling, checking out the plots of settlements. Thus, it is 
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important to control the accuracy the got results. Having based on the done 
analysis and experimental researches it can be concluded that applying 
UAV gives the possibility to find data more efficiently in comparison with the 
land surveying methods. As the result, the Trimble UX5 UAV gives the 
possibility to survey built-up territories with the required accuracy for 
making orthophotomaps with the following scales 1: 2000, 1: 1000, 1: 500. 
 
Keywords: unmanned aerial vehicle, aerial survey, digital camera, 
orthophotomap, planned altitude reference. 
 

1. Introduction 
 
Nowadays, unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) is one of the most intensively developed 
part of aviation technique and its applying for making large-scale topographical plans 
is of great importance and can become potentially an alternative to the terrestrial 
geodetic methods. It is explained by the fact that UAV is equipped with appropriate 
means for aerial surveying and that’s why it is more economically efficient in 
comparison with the terrestrial surveying methods which are applied usually for much 
longer period of time. The UAV with fixed wings (Wang, 2004), multi-rotors 
(Haarbrink, 2008; Nebiker, 2008; Steffen 2008) and modern auto- gyroscopic UAV 
have become the most efficient and reliable platforms for studying. At the beginning 
of the second decade of the 21st century, more than 50 firms all over the world have 
already constructed and produced over 150 types of the UAV. Due to automation, 
improvement of the computer systems and geotechnologies the leading world 
companies have established new criteria of remote sensing and mapping which are 
based on low altitude surveying and on application of geospatial information (Vovk A. 
et al., 2015; Mayr, 2013; Petrie, 2013). All these facts have been in accordance to 
the requirements of making large-scale maps for several years already. For example, 
the Gatewing company is focused on the aerial surveying for geospatial mapping. 
Application of UAV provides the access to a great number of information.  

The authors of publications (Haarbrink, 2008; Hartley & Zisserman, 2003; Vasuki, 
2014) emphasize that three main positive aspects of the UAV application are: 
automation of the surveying processes to obtain images out of different altitudes; 
great flexibility which gives the possibility to work with different types of images 
(visible, infrared or thermal) and to use any types of cameras (calibrated or 
uncalibrated); obtaining high-quality and reliable results. However, there are some 
other positive aspects which have not been considered yet, such as ecological safety 
of the flights and the possibility of detailed (small objects and plots) surveying where 
it is not profitable or technically possible to do it by other means. That is why the UAV 
is more often applied for geodetic and cartographic production, especially the works 
concerning of safety arises depended on safety of highways, railroads and other 
dangerous or inaccessible places.  

In their article (Fernández-Hernandez, 2015) the authors describe a 
photogrammetric unit for constructing 3D model of high-resolution. That equipment 
was chosen to make an orthophotomap and digital terrain model (DTM) of a Celtic 
settlement in Las Cogotas (Spain). The control measurement devices were a 
Microdrone md4-1000 with the digital camera Olympus EPL-2 and the Global 
Positioning System Leica 1200Global which operates in real-time kinematics (RTK). 
The chosen UAV had four rotating wings affording a stable flight at low altitudes. The 
UAV had navigation sensors (a gyroscope, accelerometer, a magnetometer and a 
barometer) and secondary sensors (a hygrometer and a thermometer). The flight 
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was planned at 65 m altitude over the area of approximately 5 hectares. The route 
was covered by 30 images in three east-west directions (10 images for each 
direction). The minimum forward overlap was 80% and minimum side overlap was 
40%. The camera obtained ISO sensitivity out of 200 to get less speckle images, 
moderation focus was F/7.1 with automatic exposure about 1/640 of a second. The 
working process consisted of the following steps: route planning, aerial survey, image 
processing, generalization of surface density, orthophotomap making, accuracy 
estimation. The accuracy of plane coordinates of created model was 5 cm, its altitude 
accuracy was 6 cm. The results of photogrammetric image processing of the 
archaeological excavations obtained out of the UAV showed that the approach 
suggested by the authors was semi-automatic, not expensive, effective and 
qualitative. However, it was considered that such work did not solve the problem of 
automatic identification of checkpoints.  

The authors (Haarbrink, 2008) in their article presented a project where aerial 
survey was made at the plot of 200 × 300 sq. m. with the help of a helicopter which 
was used for mapping out of the altitude of 100 m for 5 minutes. As the result the 
orthophotomaps, three-dimensional vector maps and DTM with a density of 
approximately 50 points per square meter were created. The average square error of 
altitudes of the created DTM is 4 cm, and of plane coordinates is 2 cm. Though, the 
authors calculated plane and altitude coordinate errors, but the a-priori accuracy 
estimation and comparative analysis of the set coordinates have not been 
determined.  

The oсtoсopter with the possibility of a planned altitude referencing has been 
presented in the article by Rehak in 2013. It is equipped with eight engines to 
increase lifting capacity and a parachute for people safety and the micro-UAV itself in 
case of emergency glide path in an unpredictable place. The constructing 
peculiarities of the UAV give the possibility of mounting all necessary devices for the 
aerial surveying. The advantage of such system is its high mobility, work flexibility, 
and possibility to get image data without the necessity to mark ground reference 
points. Such range of work saves the aerial surveying time. The suggested UAV has 
been constructed based on open output code of autopilot of double-frequency GPS 
and the cameras fixed to the cardan joint, which reduces considerably the vibration 
effect of the wind and keeps them in vertical position (such position is very important 
for the aerial surveying). The average square error of plain checkpoint coordinates 
does not exceed 4.6 cm. But there is no comparative analysis of the results of aerial 
surveying accuracy (with and without the gyrostabilizing platform) in the article. But 
the wind impact on the cardan joint must be taken into consideration. 

In the articles (Hadjimitsis, 2004; Mahiny, 2007; Smith, 1999) the authors 
emphasize that the output image data depend on and are changed under the 
influence of such factors as meteor-conditions and camera technical characteristics. 
The impact of wind and thermal effects can easily become the reason for large 
angular elements of external orientation up to decade of degrees. That’s why it is a 
problem for the traditional analytical photogrammetric processing.  

The problem of application of ultra-light UAV in combination with a compact digital 
camera is considered in the publication by Vallet in 2011. It gives the possibility to 
provide with cartographic products such as digital terrain models and 
orthophotomaps. The quality of the cartographic products done by aerial surveying 
depends on the methods of image processing. But such factor as the distortions 
caused by poor quality of the objective lens has not been taken into consideration by 
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the author. Thus, it causes the appearance of cross-parallax and as the result 
prevents to create stereomodels.  

The results of practical studies of UAV application for mapping are shown in the 
article (Catur, 2015; Mitch, 2010). The system consists of UAV, digital camera, digital 
photogrammetric data processing which includes algorithms structure and free open 
access to GIS visualization. This system gives the possibility to carry out surveying 
with spatial resolution up to 10 cm and plot measuring. The main output data of the 
system are orthophotomaps and digital terrain model (DTM). A part of the obtained 
orthophotomap data is used to establish the cadastral boundaries and for vegetation 
monitoring. The orthophotomap provides visual of certain trees’ structure decryption, 
plants’ density and plot area. At the same time digital terrain models (DTM) provide 
information of trees’ height and land topography with accuracy of 3 to 6 pixels or 0.5 
to 2.5 m. The accuracy of the plane coordinates is from 10 to 40 cm. The problem of 
improving the process of conducting orthophotomaps in order to enhance the 
accuracy has not been considered probably.  

Such authors as (Bajwa, 2010; Klinken, 2007; Sandmann, 2003; Petrie, 2013; 
Zhang, 2002; Whelan, 2010) have applied the aerial surveying data for vegetation 
monitoring. The basis of it is management based on observations and reaction to 
changing the surveying object. Monitoring gives the possibility to optimize production 
efficiency by minimizing the environment impact. However, the obtained 
orthophotomaps with the resolution from 1 to 10 m must be insufficient for 
identification and classification of some vegetation types. Thus, UAV as the remote 
sensing system must have such characteristics as economic effectiveness, 
manufacturing velocity, easy exploitation, accuracy of orthophotomap creations. 

The article by Маslyanko in 2014 describes the development of remote sensing 
system method which is the basis for unmanned aerial vehicle. It gives a brief 
overview of UAV, technology of digital surface model (DSM) using the materials of 
digital aerial surveying and describes the prospects of digital surface model (DSM) 
application for deciding the surveying tasks. The accuracy estimation of the obtained 
digital surface model (DSM) has been done by comparison of the two digital surface 
model (DSM). They have been obtained out of the aerial surveying data while 
processing and applying the Photo Scan Pro software. They have been constructed 
on the basis of the surface tacheometer surveying. The analysis of the done 
accuracy estimation has shown that the differences of the coordinates in the 
overlapping areas while creating models of different aerial surveying territories are 
from 0.02 to 0.08 m at the aerial surveying altitude from 150 to 250 m. That article 
does not present any plan of the aerial surveying works and its implementation, and 
the importance of getting data out of UAV. The experience has shown that planning 
of the aircraft routes and aerial surveying project real time management play an 
important role in achieving the productive results and safety surveying.  

Some aspects of processing digital images obtained out of UAV are shown in the 
article written by Mikrut S. in 2016. The author compares images taken from the 
manned aircraft and from the UAV. The flight has been made over Tokarnia Village 
Museum (which is 0.5 sq. km.). Based on the results of the surveying DTM and 
orthophotomaps of the studying area have been created. To compare the accuracy 
of the results obtained from the two flights reference and checkpoints have been 
used and the average square error has been calculated.  

The results obtained out of UAV images have not been worse than those obtained 
from the classical aerial surveying. The average square error in checkpoints has 
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been = 0,030 m and  = 0,038 m. The average square error in checkpoints has 
been  = 0,014 and  = 0,031 using the classical technology.  

The average square error in checkpoints has been = 0,017 m and = 0,022 
m, the average square error in checkpoints has been = 0,019 and = 0,022 m 
using UAV technology. It means that data obtained out of UAV can be applied for 
conducting orthophotomaps. In addition, the applying UAV is cheaper in comparison 
with classical aerial surveying.  

An economical-effective small in size UAV has been shown in the publication by 
Coppa in 2009. It has been used for collecting and connecting digital images during 
the flight at low altitude over the limited in size area. The results of the management 
system designed for flight simulation using autonomic control system which must be 
applied for the helicopter model. The average square error is =0.43 m, =0.70 
m, =0.25 m, ω=1°, α=0.5°, χ=3°. Construction of the artificial surrounding allows to 
estimate the main points of the complex control system in order to avoid damaging of 
the fragile and expensive instruments which have been installed at the helicopter 
model and thus, test the synchronization methods of GPS cameras. Such images 
after photogrammetric processing are used to create the digital terrain models, 
orthophotomaps and other types of GIS input data which can be used for purposes 
connected with land management.  

Having analyzed different sources of information it can be stated that the chosen 
object of study is up-to-date because it is discussed in a large number of foreign and 
Ukrainian publications. 

 
2.  The purpose and methodology of studying 
 
The purpose of this study is to confirm the possibility of applying UAV for making 
large-scale orthophotomaps.  

The surveying object is the territory of the cottage settlement with the area of 0,5 
square km. near the village of Remeniv in Kamyanka-Buska district, Lviv region 
which has altitude difference 20 m, and the north-eastern part of the town of Vynnyky 
( its area is 1 square km).  

The entire working process consists of the following steps (Fig.1):  
 

 
Fig. 1. Technological scheme of aero-surveying process 

 

Calculation of a-priori accuracy estimation

Projecting of aerial surveying routes

Applying of planned altitude reference

Aerial surveying applaying UAV

 Processing of images and creating orthophotomaps and DSM

Accuracy estimation of the obtained results
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To confirm the possibility of using digital stereo-photogrammetric method the a-
priori accuracy estimation of spatial area coordinates has been calculated. The 
average square error is calculated by the formulas (Vovk A. et al., 2015).  

For preparative project work Trimble Access Aerial Imaging software has been 
installed in the field controller Trimble Tablet which helps to manage UX5. For 
discharged planned altitude reference of the surveying object 15 reference and 123 
checkpoints in Remeniv have been set at the territory and around the settlement. 13 
reference, 113 checkpoints have been set in Vynnyky too. The marked reference 
points in the form of angles ( 0.5×0.5×0.2 m) have been set at the studying plot 
(Figure 2).  

Similar angles have been used to mark the checkpoints which are basic for 
accuracy estimation of orthophotomap. Such determination of the marked reference 
points and checkpoint coordinates has been made applying GNSS in real-time 
kinematics (RTK).  

Aerial surveying out of UAV Trimble UX5 has been conducted with the help of 
digital camera SONY NEX-5R out of 200 m and 300 m altitude when the aircraft 
velocity is 80 km/h. To set the camera the following parameters have been chosen: 
regime of surveying set in accordance with priority of moderation, focus is F/4.5, 
automatic sensitivity ISO exposure is 1/1000 of a second. It must be admitted that 
the process of piloting is conducted fully automatic. The operator simply controls the 
apparatus flight and the installed software provides a safe takeoff and landing every 
time. 

Fig. 2. Marked reference point image 
 

To make orthophotomap photogrammetric module Pix 4D has been used. With it 
help cloud of points and the TIN-model of the plot (over which aerial surveying is 
carried out) have been created. Technology of creating the orthophotomap applying 
Pix 4D software is shown at Fig. 3. 

The first step is to download images in Pix 4D format. Then the software 
determines the high-contrast points at the images and thus, composing plan of the 
surveying territory has been done by using these points. A three-dimensional map, 
that is the orthophotomap, is formed on the basis of different images of the same 
point obtained out of different angles. The second step is to download the reference 
point coordinates which help to optimize the model. Having completed these steps 
the program automatically creates the cloud of points and as the result digital 
situation model and orthophotomap are created.  

One of the benefits of the software applying is availability of orthophotomap 
reduction, which sometimes allows to avoid a great distortion of the image.  
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Fig. 3. Technological scheme of creating orthophotomap applying Pix 4D software 

 
After having created the orthophotomap applying digital software and the average 

square error of the checkpoints coordinates have been determined in accordance to 
measured coordinates at the territory. The average square error has also been 
calculated by the formulas (Vovk A. et al., 2015). 

 
3. Results 
 
Having analyzed the factors that have an impact on quality of the obtained results it 
must be said that:  

1. A-priori accuracy estimation of the spatial coordinates of the area has been 
calculated before the aerial surveying works. The results are shown at Table 1. 

2. The quality of the output data depends on the factors connected with the 
complexity of recognition of the checkpoints at the images. Thus, to take the planned 
altitude references as checkpoints, the distinct territory and area outlines, contrasting 
to the marked reference points must be chosen. The accuracy of determination of the 
checkpoint coordinates at the orthophotomap applying the results of UAV aerial 
surveying has been studied and the result is shown at Table 2.  

Comparing the values of the a-priori accuracy estimation and the values of the 
average square error by the checkpoints it can be concluded that the values of the 
average square error of the control points do not exceed the values of the a-priori 
accuracy estimation of spatial coordinates.  

3. The quality of the obtained results depends also on the errors of wind direction 
determination and its velocity at the aerial surveying altitude. As the result, the cut-
off, heel and pitch angles have appeared. Thus, the got angle elements of orientation 
can be analyzed as follows:  

- maximum pitch angle is 13º though the aircraft had a positive slope in 
accordance to the pitch.  

- maximum heel angle is 14º.  
- maximum cut- off angle through the routes is 17°.  

The obtained slope angles exceed the possible values (Hlotov V. et al., 2014). It is 
possible to avoid such big values by increasing the aircraft velocity. But it is 

Saving results in the required format 

Creating DSM and orthophotomap 

Creating cloud of points

Texture adding

Model optimization using reference and checkpoints 

Correlation process (finding common points at the images)

Geocoding (adding GPS coordinates to the images metadata)

Initialization process (preliminary images processing) 
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impossible to do this because of its technological characteristics. The only way out is 
to make aerial surveying when wind is stable or minimum. 

 
Table 1. A-priori value of the average square error of the spatial point coordinates 

UAV 
model 

Name 
of the 
area 

Surveying 
altitude 

(m) 

B 
(m) 1: m 1:M 

Horizontal 
traverse 

(m) 

 

(m) 

 
(m) 

 
(m) 

UX5 Remeniv 200 40 1:13300 1:1000 0,5; 1,0 0,11 0,15 0,23 

UX5 Vynnyky 300 60 1:20000 1:2000 1,0 0,26 0,38 0,43 

 
Table 2. The average square error value by checkpoints 

 
Graphic of distribution of the average square error is shown at Figure 4, 5 and 6. 

 
a)  Remeniv                                        b) Vynnyky 

Fig. 4. Graphic of distribution of the average square error   
 

 
a)  Remeniv                                       b) Vynnyky 

Fig. 5. Graphic of distribution of the average square error   
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UAV 
model 

Name of 
the area 

Number of 
checkpoints 

Surveying 
altitude (m) 

 (m)  (m)  (m) 

UX5 Remeniv 123 200 0,10 0,07 0,21 
UX5 Vynnyky 113 300 0,05 0,05 0,16 
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a)  Remeniv                                       b) Vynnyky 

Fig. 6. Graphic of distribution of the average square error  
 

4. The altitude of UAV must be monitored during aerial surveying. Different scales 
of the images must not exceed 8% out of the surveying altitude 
(http://studopedia.ru/4_68430_nakidnoy-montazh-i-otsenka-kachestva-aterialov-
aerofotos-emki.html). Thus, the maximum altitude difference is 6.5%, that means it 
does not exceed the possible value.  

5. The ISO value also effects images resolution: the bigger is the value, the bigger 
is photo-sensitiveness, and as the result, the images will be obtained brighter and 
fuller in color. But with the matrix sensitivity increasing the presence of speckles at 
the images is increasing too. The number of speckles at the high ISO values is also 
increasing. However, it can be hardly done practically because of the changing 
illumination of the object during the flight, and as the result, the ISO is changing too. 
Thus, it is necessary to set the ISO in the automatic regime.  

6. Special attention must to be paid to the camera exposure, because it has a 
special effect on the image defect. The less is the exposure, the clearer is the image 
got during the process of aerial surveying. For example, the exposure value can be 
calculated by the formula (Burshtynska Kh., 1999): 

,           (1) 

 
where:													 – aircraft velocity(km/h) 
   – photography scale denominator 

t – moderation 
  - linear landslide value 
 
Surveying scale denominator is calculated by the formula:  
 

;             (2) 

 
where:  f – focus distance  

H – aerial surveying altitude  
Optimal exposure is determined using the formula (1): 

        (3) 

The results are shown at Table 3. 
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Table 3. Optimum exposure 
 

 
The moderation has been set of 1/1000 a second which does not exceed the 

possible value in the studying. 
7. It is necessary to set to the aperture value as minimum as possible. Thus, it 

provides the opportunity to enhance orthogonality of the image construction. At the 
same time it must be taken into consideration that dimension of the diaphragm leads 
to limitation of the light rays, and this in its turn make worse the light of the surveying 
object image.  

8. The quality of the image depends also on the lens distortion, which means 
distraction of geometric similarity of the object and its image. This aberration is pre-
determined by inconstant increasing of the light rays reaching the lens at different 
angles. Such distortion can be considerably reduced by placing the diaphragm 
between the objective lenses (Burshtynska Kh., 1999). However, the distortion can 
be ignored, because in Sony NEX-5R its value is reduced due to the compensation 
program. 

The possibilities of UAV application for creating orthophotomaps are increasing 
every day. The output data can be applied for monitoring the potentially dangerous 
for people lands and plots of the settlements. That is why, it is very important to 
monitor the accuracy of the got results.  

Based on the analysis and the experimental studies it can be stated, that UAV 
gives a possibility to collect data more efficiently in comparison with the land 
surveying methods. Thus, application of UAV Trimble UX5 allows to carry out 
surveying of built-up areas with the required accuracy for creating orthophotomaps 
with the following scales 1:2000, 1:1000, 1: 500. 

4. Conclusion 
 
As the result of experimental work the following conclusion can be made: 

1. The chosen object of the study is up-to-date. This fact is confirmed by a great 
number of foreign and Ukrainian publications dealing with this object.  

2. Determinative value of the checkpoints coordinates using images obtained out of 
UAV Trimble UX-5 does not exceed the a-priori accuracy estimation value. Thus, it 
the possibility to apply the suggested method for deciding this task.  

3. The factors effected the quality of the got results have been analyzed.  
4. The prospect of further studying is considered as enhancing of the accuracy 

estimation of spatial coordinates for creating large-scale topographic maps and 
orthophotomaps by applying UAV.  

 
 
 
 

Name of 
the area 

Focus 
destination 

(mm) 

Aerial surveying 
altitude (m) 

1: m (m) 
Optimal exposure 

(s) 

Remeniv 15 200 1:13000 
1
800

 

Vynnyky 15 300 1:20000 
1
600
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